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Part - A [each carry 2 marks]
1. Define Big oh notation
2. Enumerate some important types of problem
3. How will you measure input size of algorithms
4. what is the average case complexity of linear search algorithm
5. Write the procedure for selection sort
6. Define depth first searching technique
7. what is the fundamental philosophy of transform and conquer method
8. what is AVL tree
9. State if backtracking always produces optimal solution
10. Explain briefly branch and bound technique for solving problems

Part - B

11.(a) (i) Define the asymptotic notations used for best case average case and worst case analysis of
algorithms
(ii) Write an algorithm for finding maximum element of an array , perform best , worst and average
case complexity with appropriate order notations.
(or)
(b) Write an algorithm to find mean and variance of an array perform best, worst and average case
complexity , defining the notations used for each type of analysis.

12. (a) Derive the recurrence equation for fibonnocci series. Perform Complexity analysis for the 
same.
(or)
(b) Explain in detail, the techiques for algorithm visualization.

13. (a) Explain in detail quick sorting method. Provide a complete analysis of quick sort.
(or)
(b) Explain in detail merge sort. illustrate the algorithm with a numeric example. Provide complete
analysis of the same.

14 (a)

// see anany levitin book back exercise for graph

Apply Prim's Algorithm and Kruskal algorithm to the graph to obtain minimum spanning tree. Do
these algorithms generate same output - Justify
(or)
(b) Solve the following instance of the single-source shortest paths problem with vertex a as the 
source.

// see anany levitin book for graph

write the algorithm for the above problem
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15. (a) Explain N-queens problem with an algorithm.Explain why backtracking is defined as a 
default
procedure of last resort for solving problems.
(or)
(b) job 1 job 2 job 3 job 4
a 9 2 7 8
b 6 4 3 7
c 5 8 1 8
d 7 6 9 4
Consider the above matrix for assigment problem involving persons and jobs. Explain in detail how
branch and bound technique is useful is solving assignment problems
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